
HOW TO WRITE A REQUEST LETTER FOR FAMILY VISA CHINA

Check useful templates, instructions & tips about China Visa invitation letter. to prepare an invitation letter if you don't
have any friends, family members, A Sample Invitation Letter for Tourist Visa to China in Chinese & English (PDF file).

To be able to write a good invitation letter, you can follow the tips below. Warm Tips: To help our customers
successfully getting a China Tourist Visa, China Discovery will provide an Invitation Letter stating travel
schedules, duration and places planned to visit. As required, the letter is one of the principal supporting
documents you should submit to the Chinese Embassy or Consulate for visa request. A visa invitation letter is
a written letter from the person you are visiting who lives in the Schengen country you want to go to. A 2" x
2" photo is acceptable; we will trim it to meet the China consulate size requirement. The letter will tell them
why you are going and who you are seeing. That is how they can find you and take the necessary measures if
you overstay your Schengen Visa. You must also attach a letter from your employer confirming that you are
an employee in a specific company and the details of your work. Invitation Letter for Schengen Visa â€”
Learn how to write an invitation letter and download free samples When you are making plans to travel to
another foreign country, you have to take into account many things. It is recommend to send the originals of
these documents because the Chinese consulate may request the originals at any time. Your Passport You
must send your actual passport, which must have at least 8 months of validity remaining and at least two blank
visa pages. What is an invitation letter for visa? The doctor must represent a hospital in the Schengen country.
They will describe the relationship they have with you and state that they will support you financially if you
are unable to for the time you are in the country. The letter must have all the details of your stay there,
including your major, the duration of your studies, how the studies will be financed, where you will stay, and
so on. The letter must also state how the cost of your treatment will be paid and who will be responsible.
However, independent travelers can choose to submit travel itinerary proof of air ticket booking and hotel
reservation only. Please download and complete this form. Your application will not be accepted if these
requirements are not met. For each one you must attach a valid marriage certificate or birth certificate to prove
your relationship. Click here to download Los Angeles consulate application form. Supporting Documents A.
Does China Visa need invitation letter? The sponsor must also write, whether they will pay you for
participating or whether they will cover your expenses. Since there are many reasons you would want to travel
to a Schengen area country, there are also many types of invitation letters. The letter must state your medical
condition and why you need to go to that specific hospital and the dates of your treatment. One of the most
important things you have to prove though is that you will not stay illegally in any of the Schengen zone
countries. Invitation Letter Writing Format The letter must be paper form, and it could be computer print-out,
handwritten letter, or in scanned copy or fax. It is a good idea for you to attach an itinerary of the business
activities to the invitation letter so you can show what you have planned to work on during your time there.
Invitation Letter from Family or Friends for Tourism Purposes One very common reason people travel to the
Schengen area is to visit relatives or friends. After submitting your order, the system will indicate where to
mail your materials. Generally, three major sections of information should be contained in the visa invitation
letter, including details about the inviter, invitee and the invitation. Photograph Attention applicant: the
Chinese embassy has issued strict requirements for passport photos. The organizers of the conference or trade
show must write the invitation letter and clearly state your name there. Some people might choose to pay
someone, such as a visa expert or lawyer to write this, but it should not be necessary. Because of this, you will
need a business letter of invitation. You may print out the requirement and bring it to the photographer for
reference. Each type of invitation letter will also require additional supporting documents to prove that what is
written in the letter is true. The letter must specify the business relationship you have with the person you are
visiting and what you will be doing during the time you are in the country. So in case you do not return to your
home country within the specified time frame, the authorities will know you are staying illegally, but they will
also have the contact information of the person you were staying with.


